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A very powerful approach to duality in mathematical programming is the theory 
of generalised geometric programming. Here we exploit this theory to develop a 
duality theory for fractional programs. All previous work on duality for such 
programs uses Lagrangian ideas. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In fractional programming, one is concerned with maximizing (or 
minimizing) a quotient of two functions subject to a constraint set. 
F: Max S(x)/d(x) (1) 
subject to implicit constraints 
x E c, (2) 
explicit linear constraints 
Ax > b, (3) 
and explixit nonlinear constraints 
S/(X) > 0. i = l,..., m. (4) 
Here JT d, and sir i = l,..., m are concave, convex and concave functions, 
respectively, with domain a closed convex set C contained in R”. A is a given 
k x n matrix and b a given k x 1 vector. d > 0 and, if d is nonlinear, f 2 0. 
The program defined by Eqs. (l)-(4) is essentially a quasi-concave 
program since the objective function is a quasi-concave function [9 1 but can 
be reduced to an equivalent convex program. Such problems arise naturally 
in the optimization of objectives involving rates such as cost per unit time 
13 ] and in the analysis of certain stochastic optimization problems [2]. 
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Recently significant effort has been directed at obtaining a comprehensive 
duality theory for fractional programs [ 1, 7, 11. 13-15 1. All of this research 
has been along the lines of Wolfe or Lagrangean duality, while the conjugate 
duality techniques devised originally by Fenchel 161 and further developed 
by Rockafellar [ 121 and Peterson [lo] have not been applied. It is the 
purpose of this paper to analyse fractional programs from a duality view- 
point using a particular form of conjugate duality theory, generalised 
geometric programming [ 101. This approach provides a significant 
improvement over other duality theories in the the primal and dual variables 
are completely separated. 
Section 2 provides the necessary background in generalised geometric 
programming since this is not widely known, In particular we set up a 
max-max formulation of duality as this is more suitable for the problems we 
consider. This is essentially equivalent to the min-min formulation conven- 
tionally associated with generelised geometric programming. In Section 3. we 
transform the fractional program posed above into an equivalent convex 
program by a standard transformation. Duality results are given in Section 4. 
and in Section 5 we derive, as an explicit example. the geometric dual of a 
quadratic fractional program. 
2. GENERALISED GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING 
Here we present the formulation and major results of generalised 
geometric programming (IO] that will be required in Section 4. Since we will 
be dealing with concave functions, it is more appropriate to present this 
formulation in max-max form rather than the conventional min-min form. 
We consider the following primal program: 
P: Max g,(x,) 
subject to implicit constraints 
xg E c, 
xi E ci, i = l,..., k, 
explicit constraints 
giCxi) 2 O3 i = l,..., k, 
and cone condition 
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where x is a convex cone in R”. [ g,(x,) : C,], i = O,..., k, are closed concave 
functions gi defined on closed sets Ci c R”J. 
x = (x,, x, , x2 ,..., x,J E R” 
with II = xf=, ni. 
We associate with the primal program P, a dual program: 
D: Max go*($) + i g; + (xj”: Ai) 
i=l 
subject to implicit constraints 
.k-$ E D,. (xi”. &) E D,:, i = I,..., k 
and polar cone condition 
x* E x*. 
Here x* = (x,*, XT . . . . . x;) E R”, AiER+, i=l,..., k. and x* = 
(s” 1 (x,x*) > 0, Vx E x}. (., .) d enotes the usual finite dimensional inner 
product. [ gT(xT) : Oil, i = 0 ,..., k. denote the concave conjugate transform of 
[ g,(x;) : C,], i.e., gT(xT) = inf[((x,, XT) - gi(xi)) / xi E Ci] and Di = 
(XT 1 (inf((x,, XT) - gi(xi)) 1 xi E Ci) > -co}. [ gT’ : 0: ] is the positive 
homogeneous extension of [ gT : Oil and is defined by 
gT ‘(XT: Ai) = i;f,. (xi, XT) if Li = 0 and inf (xi, XT) > --co 
1 I XiEC, 
= Ai gjyx,*/A;) if Ai > 0 and xT/Li E Di 
0: = ((XT; Ai) 1 Ai = 0 and :Irrf,. (xi, XT) > -cc } 
I c 
u ((XT; Ai) ( Ai > 0 and xT/Ai E Di \. 
Under mild assumptions concerning feasibility and relative interiors [lo]. 
the primal and dual programs are related at optimality 
grJ(-%I + &x53 + t g; + (xf; Ai) = 0, 
i- I 
.KT/Ai E agi(xi), Ai > 0, i = l,..., k. 
Here ag(.) denotes a supergradient set [ 121 which generalizes optimality 
results from differentiable to super differentiable functions. 
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3. CONVEXIFICATION OF FRACTIONAL PROGRAMS 
The idea that a fractional program may in some cases be converted into a 
equivalent convex program is due to Charnes and Cooper [4] who carried 
out such a transformation for linear fractional programs, i.e., the objective is 
a quotient of linear functions and the constraints are linear. Subsequently 
Manas [S] and Schaible [ 131 extended these ideas to the convexification of 
certain nonlinear classes of fractional programs. 
Following Schaible we introduce the following transformation of the 
program defined by Eqs. (l)-(4). 
f = (d(x))- ‘, z = (d(x)) - ‘s. (5) 
The solution to transformed program T is the solution to the original 
program F provided d(x) > 0, J-(X) > 0 and t > 0 ] 13 ]. 
Hence we consider the following program: 
T: Max tf(z/r) 
subject to implicit constraints 
z/t E c. t > 0, 
explicit linear constraints 
AZ-bt>O. 
and explicit nonlinear constraints 
td(z/t) ,< 1, 
tsi(z/t) > O, i = l,..., m. 
The above program is readily proved to be convex. However, in order to 
invoke generalised geometric programming duality, we need to separate the 
variables and close the functions. 
In the form of Program P, program T is 
G: Max f’(z; t) (6) 
subject to implicit constraints 
(z,t)E C’, (7) 
(Zi, ti) E C’. i = O,.... m. (8) 
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explicit nonlinear constraints 
1 -d+(Zo;to)>O, 
s;(zi ; fi) > 0, i = I,..., m, 
and the same condition 
Az-bt>O 
t= t. I’ i = O...., m, 
z = zi. i = O,..., m. 
(9) 
( 10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
4. CONJUGATE DUALITY 
In order to obtain a dual program we require to calculate a number of 
conjugate transforms and a polar cone. 
Result 1. The concave transform of [f’(z:t) : C’] is [0 :S*(z*) + 
t*>O.z*ED. t*ER]. 
Proof. The conjugate transform is given by 
inf 
,.: f)EC” 
((Z, t*) + It* -f+(z; t)) 
inf ((z, z* > - tf(z/t)) ift>O 
= inf tt* + 
IEC 
f>O inf (z, z*) - 1#~ (z, z*) ift=O 
:EC 
= $f t(t* + f*(z*)), z* E D 
J 
=o 
when f *(z*) + t* > 0 and z* E D. t* E R. 
Result 2. The concave conjugate transform of [-dt (z; to) + 1 : Cc ] is 
(-I: d*(z$) + tz > 0, z$ E Do, t$ E R ]. This has a positive homogeneous 
extension [-A0 : d* ‘(z$; Lo) + t,* > 0, (2:; IO) E D,+ ] where [d,*(z,*) : Do] 
denotes the conjugate transform of [-d,(z,) : C]. 
Proof Straightforward from Result I and the definition of a positive 
homogeneous extension. 
Result 3. The concave conjugate transform of [s+(zi; ti) : C’ ] is 
[O : sT(zT) + t: > 0, zT E Di, tT E R], i= I,..., m. This has a positive 
homogeneous extension [O : ST + (zi ; Ai) + tT > 0, (zT; ,Ii) E 0: 1, i = l,.... m. 
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Proof. Straightforward from Result 2. 
Result 4. The polar to the cone defined by Eqs. (11 k( 13) is 
1)1 
z*+ \‘ zT-Ara=O. U>O 
ik0 
t* + 2 tT + b’a = 0. 
i-0 
Proof. Equations (1 l)-( 13) may be written in the form 
+o, Bf 0 0 = 0. (14) 
where z’= (z, z,,. z? ,..., z,,J’, 
i= (&lo ,...) IJ, 
A=(,4 :Oi-b:O) 
and 
EE ( 1 ; -r.i 0 0; 0: 1 i 0 I, ) i-z: 
with 0 denoting a matrix of zero elements, 1 denoting a column of units and 
I is the usual identity matrix. 
By definition the polar cone, to the cone defined by Eqs. (14) is ((i*. I*) 1 
(5. Q + F*f> 0 V(F, t’) satisfying Eqs. (14)). i.e., 
Writing the above explicitly, we have 
z*=A’a + F pi. 
i=O 
ZT = -pi, i = O,..., m. 
“I 
t* = -b’a + x yi . 
i =O 
r; = -yi, i = O..... m 
from which the required result is obtained. 
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Using Results 1-4, we may calculate the geometric dual program to the 
convex program G. The prescription D in Section 2 gives the following dual 
program: 
Max - A0 
subject to implicit constraints 
z* E D, 
(z; : Ai) E D:, i = O,..., m, 
explicit constraints 
f*(z*) + t” 2 0. 
d*+(z*:~,)+t~>o. 
sT+(zT:li)+ t; >o, i = l,..., m. 
and the polar cone condition 
“, 
z* + \‘ zj+-Ara=O, 
i-0 
t" + c tT + b:, = 0, a>0 
,TO 
5. EXAMPLE 
We consider the following quadratic fractional program: 
Max 
- fXTX + c;x + e, 
+x7x - c;x + e, 
subject to Ax > 6, x E R”. 
Here ci, c, E R”, e,. e, E R, b E R” and A is an m x n matrix, all given. It 
is straightforward to consider more general quadratic forms for which the 
matrices in the numerator and denominator are negative and positive 
semidefinite, respectively. These can be transformed into a form similar to 
the above by a simple linear transformation which can then be handled in the 
cone. 
The equivalent convex program, in separable form, to the above is: 
Max - fx’x/t + c;x + e, t 
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subject o implicit constraints 
(x; t) E ((0; O)} u ((x; t) 1 x E R”, I > 0). 
explicit constraints 
+x;xo/t, + CSX” + e, t, < 1, 
and cone condition 
AZ - bt > 0. x = x 0’ f=f,. 
This may be dualised by the prescription in Section 4. The resulting dual 
is 
Max - A0 
subject o implicit constraints 
?I* E R”. 
(x,* : &) E (( (0, O)} U {(x,*, A,,) 1 x$ E R”, lo > 0). 
explicit constraints 
1 *r * - p x + c;x * - +c;c, - e, > 0. 
- ~~,*~.u,*/~, - cIxo* - fc;czl, + ez& + ff > 0, 
and the cone condition 
x*+x~+A’a=O. 
f” + t; + b’a = 0, cl > 0. 
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